Cabinet Updates
Samuel Ellis, President

- Parents fund opening funding round 2 for any persons or organizations needing additional funding

COVID-19 Recovery Task Force
  - Cases going down for all age groups
  - Down 36%
  - 10% positivity (down from 18%)
  - Hospitalizations trending lower but slowly
  - About 107 deaths/day
  - Trending younger
  - 60-79 is >50% of deaths
  - 5.27 rolling 7-day average positive cases at GT
  - 8 people in quarantine hotel
  - 4 positive tests at stamps usually
  - 3 yesterday, bit of a bump

- Appointments filling up more slowly. Stamps testing ~50 people per day. Most symptomatic testers have upper respiratory infections and are not positive
- Booster guidance - falls into should get booster and may get booster
- Should: 65+ and live in a residential facility that puts them at higher risk or 65+ and underlying condition
- May: 19-49 and have an underlying condition or work / live in conditions that put them at higher risk.
- No clear definition for what these conditions are. Looking like living situation means prison and homeless shelters
- GT "first responders" being encouraged to get booster shots
- Communication to campus is being prepared
- Stamps will not turn people away - you attest to what category you fall into
- No guidance on mixing boosters - Moderna not yet approved. Stamps will be continuing with Pfizer
- Testing is strong and on target for goal of ~1,500 tests per day

Tour Guides advocacy
  - See JVPF update
Dr. Hong Presentation

- All data is from Spring 2020
  - 7% of students would judge other students for seeking help
  - 40% of students would feel judged by other students for seeking help
  - Anxiety and depression are lower than the national average
  - ADHD, Insomnia, OCD, and eating disorders are all higher
- Black Cultural Center should be done by Fall
- Cabrera is aware of CARE wait times
- Interviewing candidates for Athletic Association CFO
  - Asking for transparency in athletics fee

Ajanta Choudhury, Executive Vice President

MPP:

- GT Facilities hasn't started restocking dispensers yet because they're waiting for replacement keys to arrive (which Aunt Flow shipped roughly a week ago)
  - Once GT Facilities starts restocking dispensers, they'll keep track of daily dispenser utilization by building
  - This will help in understanding what utilization is like, how often to re-order products, and average/projected costs of MPP on a regular basis
- I'll be reaching out to Bryan to see if we can work with RHA to expand MPP to residential buildings
- While we're still using the grant funding, priority will be maintaining stock for the dispensers we currently have
- Want to expand scope of MPP's pilot program, but not so much that pilot is sustained for less time
  - Potential expansion of MPP scope will depend on utilization #s

ELL:

- GSS is doing a first (and maybe second?) reading of ELL joint resolution tomorrow
- Planning a meeting with Dr. Ianetta, interim LMC chair

Campus accessibility:

- Met with ADA Compliance Coordinator
- Will be reaching out to ODS again - Dr. Hong's offered to help in case they still don't respond
- Planning a meeting with CPSM re: Campus Master Plan - hope to bring up accessibility then and see what they're currently planning
John Graves, JVP of Finance

- Student Needs Committee
- Guidance for Budget Hearing
- Assessment of health of the SAF
- Recommendation of any changes
- Exchange students participation in intramural sports and student orgs
- Met with GT Tour Guides to develop advocacy plan for student tour guide compensation

Megan Dass, JVP of IT

- Added modal window to Course Critique
- Syllabus repo advertised in undergrad newsletter today
- In the process of adding senators to the UHR reps to the website
- Had IT board wide meeting on Sunday!

Allison Vermaak, JVP of Infrastructure and Sustainability

- SUSCO INCO wide meeting on Friday where roles were assigned for the upcoming semester/next few weeks
- Met with Sarah from OCS to go over proposal for GT athletics
- There are so many interested freshmen in my Students for sustainability group- they will be helping with our SUSCO recycling information for GT Housing project
- Meeting with Granger this week to plan and send out invitations for the Safety Walk
- Still sending out invitations for the green network

Rohan Sohani, VP of Academic Affairs

Career Fair
- proposal ready

Student Rules and Regs
- changes to academic admission (admission to a school)
- changes to dean's list and semester's honors
- IUCC

Academic Grievance
- Kaavya meeting with Dr. Ross this week
  - will work with Comms to make it ~ fancy ~

Honorlock
- Aanjan reaching out to Dr. Gazi to get updates for spring 2020 honorlock

Transfer Student
- meeting with FASET this week
- emailing Cabrera
Bridgette Davenport, VP of Campus Services

Dining:
- Changing hours in all dining halls (3-5pm limited service, closing at 9:30)
  Kaldi's now open until 9pm, Rising Roll open on the weekend and Cluck and Mooh extended hours
- Working on Student Dining Discount Program with Tech Square vendors to give coupons to students
- Housing: Met with Jenny Cotton to review Housing Master Plan & Infrastructure issues - more complete meeting with other exec to occur next week

PTS:
- Emmett working on report for new rules & regs
  Budget/expenses won't be changing moving forward
- Debating moving the bus routes
- Still looking at options to increase bike friendliness on campus and potential partner with bus route

Anika Gouhl, VP of Communications

- Newsletter out!
- Presenting bill for SGA week at UHR Tues.
  - finalizing budget tonight
- Crowdsourcing positive student/professor interactions via IG poll

Grace Swift, VP of External Affairs

- Successful WTV Week! Thank you all for your help!
- Successful Atlanta Mayor Forum!
- Now looking to plan both Community Arts Fair & GT Hawks Night
- Meeting w/Sarah Strohmenger re: voting advocacy
- Launched section of newsletter about Atlanta happenings (Thank you Comms!)
- YMCA agreed to host a fridge, it's just taking a while. In the meantime, we are providing them with a flyer for the Grace House one and they are going to send families there

Zizi Ohamadike, VP of Operations

- feedback form - created a feedback form for cabinet, it is pinned to the cab channel on slack
- cabinet retreat
- currently brainstorming ideas
  - Cab office hours - sign up!
    - shoutout to Anika for advertising in newsletter
  - Committees - applications are rolling in! Let me know if any chairs (or if you) have any questions about the process!

**Derek Huell, VP of Student Life**

**Supporting RSOs Series:**
- Better Together: How to make complementary collaborations
  - With Center for Student Engagement
    - How RSOs student organizations can collaborate with campus and community partners to increase collective resiliency and build sustainable projects
      - October 14, 2021
      - 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM
      - Virtual
  - Entering the planning phase to build a directory of mentors to support athletes in STEM
    - Open to suggestions/people to talk to
  - Scheduling meeting with Career Center to establish database of companies that are willing to provide sponsors for international students
    - Has anyone worked with Career Center (previously C2D2)?

**Mihir Kandarpa, VP of Well-Being**

**Mental Health**
- First Mental Health Committee meeting occurred last Thursday!
- This week is Mental Illness Awareness Week: Rishi is working on a post to highlight this
- Satellite Counselor interview is on Wednesday. Still looking for more students to join!

**Public Health**
- Chairs likely holding first meeting this Friday (time TBA)
- Working with Stamps social media to promote the Stamps Flu Vaccine clinic on Friday
- This month is Health Literacy Month! Working with chairs on Wednesday to see how we can promote health literacy through pre-health orgs, Student Health Council, and campus departments & schools

**Sexual Violence**
- First JSVAC Meeting on Sunday! Committee is breaking into 3 subteams: Resource Team (Goal 1), Policy Team (Goal 2), and Advocacy Team (Goal 3). You can read the focus of each committee here. The teams follow the 3 main goals of the Committee.
- October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. JSVAC is working on a large-scale event with VOICE and PADV (Partnership Against Dating Violence)
- Not sure what VOICE is doing around the Red Flag Campaign (haven't sent information to us)
Other Updates & Meetings
● Presented to ISYE Faculty on Thursday. They seemed very engaged and interested in what I had to say about student wellbeing during the pandemic.

Upcoming Meetings and Actions
● Meeting with Frank on Thursday
● JED SP&C Meeting on Thursday
● Reaching out to students for the Mental Health Comms Initiative
● Working with SGA Strategic Planning Team to pull together development committee

Rohan Rege, Speaker of the House

● UHR Meeting tomorrow
  ○ Need one more appointment for both JFC and MHJAC
  ○ Presentation about GT Care from Dr. Hughes-Troutman and Dr. Bradley
  ○ Presentation about Career Fair from Sohani
● Select Committee
  ○ Two select committees have been created! Still deciding chairs
  ○ Still figuring out what the deal is with student needs committee
● Recruitment
  ○ Interviewing nine more applicants next week
  ○ Still figuring out how to deal with freshman elections
● House Leadership
  ○ Onboarding three new house leadership members
  ○ Speaker Pro Tempore: Mashoor Al Ahammed
  ○ Parliamentarian: Apuroop Mutyala
  ○ Sergeant-at-Arms: Mason Favro

Important Dates, Deadlines, or Announcements
● Next Cabinet Meeting: October 18, 2021 at 7:30 pm at Crosland 7130
● Keep up with Cab office hours schedule
● Let Zizi know about your QPR & Safe Space training status

Meeting Adjourned